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a b s t r a c t
Classes with bounded expansion, which generalise classes that
exclude a topological minor, have recently been introduced by
Nešetřil and Ossona de Mendez. These classes are defined by
the fact that the maximum average degree of a shallow minor
of a graph in the class is bounded by a function of the depth
of the shallow minor. Several linear-time algorithms are known
for bounded expansion classes (such as subgraph isomorphism
testing), and they allow restricted homomorphism dualities,
amongst other desirable properties.
In this paper, we establish two new characterisations of
bounded expansion classes, one in terms of so-called topological
parameters and the other in terms of controlling dense parts. The
latter characterisation is then used to show that the notion of
bounded expansion is compatible with the Erdös–Rényi model
of random graphs with constant average degree. In particular,
we prove that for every fixed d > 0, there exists a class with
bounded expansion, such that a random graph of order n and edge
probability d/n asymptotically almost surely belongs to the class.
We then present several new examples of classeswith bounded
expansion that do not exclude some topological minor, and appear
naturally in the context of graph drawing or graph colouring.
In particular, we prove that the following classes have bounded
expansion: graphs that can be drawn in the plane with a bounded
number of crossings per edge, graphs with bounded stack number,
graphs with bounded queue number, and graphs with bounded
non-repetitive chromatic number. We also prove that graphs with
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‘linear’ crossing number are contained in a topologically-closed
class, while graphs with bounded crossing number are contained
in a minor-closed class.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
What is a ‘sparse’ graph? It is not enough to simply consider edge density as the measure of
sparseness. For example, if we start with a dense graph (even a complete graph) and subdivide each
edge by inserting a new vertex, then in the obtained graph the number of edges is less than twice the
number of vertices. Yet in several aspects, the new graph inherits the structure of the original.
A natural restriction is to consider properminor-closed graph classes. These are the classes of graphs
that are closed under vertex deletions, edge deletions, and edge contractions (and some graph is not in
the class). Planar graphs are a classical example. Interest in minor-closed classes is widespread. Most
notably, Robertson and Seymour [73] proved that every minor-closed class is characterised by a finite
set of excluded minors. (For example, a graph is planar if and only if it has no K5-minor and no K3,3-
minor.) Moreover, membership in a particular minor-closed class can be tested in polynomial time.
There are some limitations however in using minor-closed classes as models for sparse graphs. For
example, cloning each vertex (and its incident edges) does not preserve such properties. In particular,
the graph obtained by cloning each vertex in the n × n planar grid graph has unbounded clique
minors [77].
A more general framework concerns proper topologically-closed classes of graphs. These classes are
characterised as follows: whenever a subdivision of a graph G belongs to the class then G also belongs
to the class (and some graph is not in the class). Such a class is characterised by a possibly infinite set
of forbidden configurations.
A further generalisation consists in classes of graphs having bounded expansion, as introduced by
Nešetřil and Ossona deMendez [56,57,59]. Roughly speaking, these classes are defined by the fact that
themaximum average degree of a shallowminor of a graph in the class is bounded by a function of the
depth of the shallow minor. Thus, bounded expansion classes are broader than minor-closed classes,
which are those classes for which everyminor of every graph in the class has bounded average degree.
Bounded expansion classes have a number of desirable properties. (For an extensive study,we refer
the reader to [59–61,28,29].) For example, they admit so-called low tree-depth decompositions [58],
which extend the low tree-width decompositions introduced by DeVos et al. [22] for minor-closed
classes. These decompositions, whichmay be computed in linear time, are at the core of several linear-
time graph algorithms, such as testing for an induced subgraph isomorphic to a fixed pattern [57,60].
In fact, isomorphs of a fixed pattern graph can be counted in a graph from a bounded expansion
class in linear time [65]. Also, low tree-depth decompositions imply the existence of restricted
homomorphism dualities for classes with bounded expansion [61]. That is, for every class C with
bounded expansion and every connected graph F (which is not necessarily in C), there exists a graph
DC(F) such that
∀G ∈ C : (F −̸→ G) ⇐⇒ (G −→ DC(F)),
where G → H means that there is a homomorphism from G to H , and G 9 H means that there is no
such homomorphism. Finally, note that the structural properties of bounded expansion classes make
them particularly interesting as a model in the study of ‘real-world’ sparse networks [1].
Bounded expansion classes are the focus of this paper. Our contributions to this topic are classified
as follows (see Fig. 1).
• We establish two new characterisations of bounded expansion classes, one in terms of so-called
topological parameters and the other in terms of controlling dense parts; see Section 3.
• This latter characterisation is then used to show that the notion of bounded expansion is
compatible with the Erdös–Rényi model of random graphs with constant average degree (that is,
for random graphs of order nwith edge probability d/n); see Section 4.
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Fig. 1. Classes with bounded expansion. The results about classes with bounded crossings, bounded queue-number, bounded
stack-number, and bounded non-repetitive chromatic number are proved in this paper.
• We present several new examples of classes with bounded expansion that appear naturally in the
context of graph drawing or graph colouring. In particular, we prove that each of the following
classes have bounded expansion, even though they are not contained in a proper topologically-
closed class:
– graphs that can be drawn with a bounded number of crossings per edge (Section 5),
– graphs with bounded queue-number (Section 7),
– graphs with bounded stack-number (Section 8),
– graphs with bounded non-repetitive chromatic number (Section 9).
We also prove that graphs with ‘linear’ crossing number are contained in a topologically-closed
class, and graphs with bounded crossing number are contained in a minor-closed class (Section 5).
Before continuing, we recall some well-known definitions and results about graph colourings. A
colouring of a graph G is a function f from V (G) to some set of colours, such that f (v) ≠ f (w) for every
edge vw ∈ E(G). A subgraph H of a coloured graph G is bichromatic if at most two colours appear in
H . A colouring is acyclic if there is no bichromatic cycle, that is, every bichromatic subgraph is a forest.
The acyclic chromatic number of G, denoted by χa(G), is the minimum number of colours in an acyclic
colouring ofG. A colouring is a star colouring if every bichromatic subgraph is a star forest, that is, there
is no bichromatic P4. The star chromatic number of G, denoted by χst(G), is the minimum number of
colours in a star colouring of G. Observe that a star colouring is acyclic, and χa(G) ≤ χst(G) for all
G. Conversely, the star chromatic number is bounded by a function of the acyclic chromatic number
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Fig. 2. A shallow minor of depth d of a graph G is a simple subgraph of a minor of G obtained by contracting vertex disjoint
subgraphs with radius at most d.
(folklore, see [34,5]). That graphs with bounded expansion have bounded star chromatic number is
proved in [57,59].
2. Shallow minors and bounded expansion classes
In the following, we work with unlabelled finite simple graphs. We use a standard graph theory
terminology. In particular, for a graph G, we denote by V (G) its vertex set, by E(G) its edge set, by |G|
its order (that is, |V (G)|) and by ‖G‖ its size (that is, |E(G)|). The distance between two vertices x and y
of G, denoted by distG(x, y), is the minimum length (number of edges) of a path linking x and y (or∞
if x and y do not belong to the same connected component of G). The radius of a connected graph G is
the minimum over all vertices r of G of the maximum distance between r and another vertex of G. For
a subset of vertices A of G, the subgraph of G induced by Awill be denoted by G[A].
A class C of graphs is hereditary if every induced subgraph of a graph in C is also in C, and C is
monotone if every subgraph of a graph in C is also in C.
For d ∈ N, a graphH is said to be a shallowminor of a graph G at depth d if there exists a subgraph X
of Gwhose connected components have radius at most d, such that H is a simple graph obtained from
G by contracting each component of X into a single vertex and then taking a subgraph (see Fig. 2).
Plotkin et al. [72], who introduced shallow minors as low-depth minors, attributed this notion to
Charles Leiserson and Sivan Toledo.
For a graph G and d ∈ N, let G▽ d denote the set of all shallowminors of G at depth d. In particular,
G▽ 0 is the set of all subgraphs ofG. Hence, we have the following non-decreasing sequence of classes:
G ∈ G▽ 0 ⊆ G▽ 1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ G▽ d ⊆ · · ·G▽∞.
We extend this definition in the obvious way to graph classes C by defining
C ▽ d =

G∈C
G▽ d.
The information gained by considering shallow minors instead of minors enables robust
classification of graph classes. An infinite graph class C is said to be somewhere dense if there exists an
integer d such that every (finite simple) graph belongs to C ▽ d, otherwise C is nowhere dense [66,62].
That is, a graph class is somewhere dense if every graph is a bounded depth shallowminor of a graph in
the class. Nowhere dense classes are closely related to quasi wide classes [64], which were introduced
in the context of First Order Logic by Dawar [21], and to asymptotic counting of homomorphisms from
fixed templates [63,65]. In some sense, this dichotomy defines a simple yet robust frontier between a
‘‘sparse’’ and a ‘‘dense’’ world.
Examples of nowhere dense classes include classeswith bounded expansion, whichwe nowdefine
formally. Let C be a graph class. Define
∇d(C) = sup
G∈C ▽ d
‖G‖
|G| .
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In the particular case of a single-element class {G},∇d(G) is called the greatest reduced average density
(grad) of G of rank d. We say C has bounded expansion if there exists a function f : N→ R (called an
expansion function) such that
∀d ∈ N ∇d(C) ≤ f (d).
For example, it is easily seen [57] that every graph G with maximum degree at most D satisfies
∇d(G) < Dd+1. Thus a class of graphs with bounded maximum degree has bounded expansion.
Define∇(C) = ∇∞(C). The graph classes with bounded expansion, where the expansion function
is bounded by a constant, are precisely those excluding a fixed minor. Let h(G) be the Hadwiger
number of a graph G, that is, Kh(G) is a minor of G but Kh(G)+1 is not a minor of G. Then Nešetřil and
Ossona de Mendez [59] showed that
1
2
(h(G)− 1) ≤ ∇(G) ≤ O(h(G)log h(G)). (1)
3. Characterisations of bounded expansion classes
Several characterisations of bounded expansion classes are known, based on:
• special decompositions, namely low tree-depth decompositions [58,59];
• orientations and augmentations, namely transitive fraternal augmentations [59];
• vertex orderings, namely generalised weak colouring numbers [79];
• edge densities of shallow topological minors [28,29].
Here we recall this last characterisation and then give two new characterisations.
3.1. Characterisation by shallow topological minors
A graph H is a subdivision of a graph G if H is obtained by replacing each edge vw of G by a path
between v andw. The vertices in H − V (G) are called division vertices. The vertices in V (G) are called
original vertices. A subdivision of G with at most t division vertices on each edge of G is called a
(≤t)-subdivision. The subdivision of G with exactly t division vertices on each edge of G is called the
t-subdivision ofG. The 1-subdivision ofG is denoted byG′. In a (≤1)-subdivision ofG, if x is the division
vertex for some edge vw of G, then the path (v, x, w) in G′ is called a transition.
A shallow topological minor of a graph G of depth d is a (simple) graph H obtained from a subgraph
of G by replacing an edge disjoint family of induced paths of length at most 2d + 1 by single edges
(see Fig. 3).
For a graph G and d ∈ N, let G▽ d denote the class of graphs that are shallow topological minors of
G at depth d. As a special case, G▽ 0 is the class of all subgraphs of G (no contractions allowed). Since
G▽ d is contained in G▽ d,
For a class of graphs C, define
C▽ d =
G∈C
G▽ d.
Hence {G}▽ d = G▽ d for every graph G, and we have the non-decreasing sequence
C▽ 0 ⊆ C▽ 1 ⊆ C▽ 2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ C▽ d ⊆ · · · ⊆ C▽∞.
The topological closure ofC is the classC▽∞ of all topological minors of graphs inC. We say thatC is
topologically-closed if C = C▽∞, and proper topologically-closed if it is topologically-closed and does
not include all (simple finite) graphs. Define∇d(C) = sup
G∈C▽ d
‖G‖
|G| ,
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Fig. 3. A Petersen topological minor of depth 1 in a graph.
and denote ∇∞(C) by ∇(C). In the particular case of a single element class {G}, ∇d(G) is called the
topological greatest reduced average density (top-grad) of G of rank d. Obviously, ∇d(G) is an upper
bound for ∇d(G). That a polynomial function of ∇d(G) is also a lower bound for ∇d(G)was proved by
Zdeněk Dvořák in his Ph.D. thesis.
Theorem 3.1 ([28,29]). Let G be a graph and d, δ ∈ N+. If ∇d(G) ≥ 4(4δ)(d+1)2 , then G contains a
subgraph that is a (≤2d)-subdivision of a graph with minimum degree δ.
Corollary 3.2. For every graph G and d ∈ N,∇d(G) ≤ ∇d(G) ≤ 4(4∇d(G))(d+1)2 .
If follows that a classC has bounded expansion if and only if there is a function f : N→ N such that∇d(G) ≤ f (d) for every graph G ∈ C. This alternative characterisation will be particularly useful in
this paper. For example, every graph Gwith maximum degree at most D satisfies∇(G) ≤ D/2 (as the
bound on the maximum degree obviously holds for every topological minor of G).
3.2. Characterisation by topological parameters
Here we introduce the first of our new characterisations of bounded expansion classes. A graph
parameter is a function α for which α(G) is a non-negative real number for every graph G. Note that
all the graph parameters that we shall study are isomorphism-invariant. Examples include minimum
degree, average degree, maximum degree, connectivity, chromatic number, treewidth, etc. If α and β
are graph parameters, thenα is bounded byβ if for some function f , α(G) ≤ f (β(G)) for every graphG.
Dujmović and Wood [25] defined a graph parameter α to be topological if for some function f ,
for every graph G, α(G) ≤ f (α(G′)) and α(G′) ≤ f (α(G)). For instance, tree-width and genus are
topological, but chromatic number is not. A graph parameter α is strongly topological if for some
function f , for every graph G and every≤ 1-subdivision H of G, α(G) ≤ f (α(H)) and α(H) ≤ f (α(G)).
The graph parameter α is monotone (respectively, hereditary) if α(H) ≤ α(G) for every subgraph
(respectively, every induced subgraph) H of G, and α is degree-bound if for some function f , every
graph G has a vertex of degree at most f (α(G)). Notice that in such a case, f may be chosen to be non-
decreasing. A graph parameter α is unbounded if for every integer N there exists a graph G such that
α(G) > N .
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Lemma 3.3. A class C has bounded expansion if and only if there exists a strongly topological, monotone,
degree bound graph parameter α and a constant c such that C ⊆ {G : α(G) ≤ c}.
Proof. Assume C has bounded expansion, and let f (r) = ∇r(C). If f is bounded, then define α(G) =
c = ∇∞(G) (so that C ⊆ {G : α(G) ≤ c}). Otherwise, define α(G) to be the minimum λ ≥ 1 such
that ∇r(G) ≤ f (λ(r + 1)) for every r ≥ 0. Let G be a graph and let H be a≤ 1-subdivision of G. Then∇r(H) ≤ ∇r(G) ≤ f (α(G)(r + 1)) and ∇r(G) ≤ ∇2r+1(H) ≤ f (α(H)(2r + 2)) = f (2α(H)(r + 1)). It
follows that α(H) ≤ α(G) ≤ 2α(H). This proves that α is strongly topological. If H is a subgraph
of G, then ∇r(H) ≤ ∇r(G); hence α(H) ≤ α(G). Also, every graph G has a vertex of degree at
most 2∇0(G) ≤ 2f (α(G)), hence α is also degree-bound. Notice that C obviously is a subset of
{G : α(G) ≤ 1}.
Now assume that α is a strongly topological, monotone, and degree-bound parameter. Let C =
{G : α(G) ≤ c} for some constant c. Let r be an integer. Let G ∈ C. For some H ∈ G▽ r , we have∇0(H) = ∇r(G). Let S be a ≤ r-subdivision of H isomorphic to a subgraph of G. Let p = ⌈log2(2r)⌉.
There is a sequence H = H0,H1, . . . ,Hp = S such that Hi+1 is a ≤ 1-subdivision of Hi, for each
i ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}. By induction, α(H) ≤ f p(α(S)) where f p is f iterated p times. Since f may be
chosen to be non-decreasing, α(H) ≤ f p(c). Since α is degree bound and hereditary,∇r(G) = ∇0(H)
is at most some D = D(f p(c)). It follows that C has bounded expansion. 
3.3. Characterisation by controlling dense parts
Here we introduce the second of our new characterisations of bounded expansion classes.
Lemma 3.4. For every graph G and every integer r, if ∇r(G) > 2, then
∇0(G) > 1+ 14r + 1 . (2)
Proof. For some H ∈ G▽ r , we have ∇r(G) = ∇0(H). Let S be a ≤ 2r-subdivision of H that is a
subgraph of G. Let 2r be the average number of subdivision vertices of S per branch. Then |S| =
|H| + 2r‖H‖ and ‖S‖ = ‖H‖ + 2r‖H‖. Hence
∇0(G) ≥ ‖S‖|S| = ‖H‖ + 2r‖H‖|H| + 2r‖H‖ = 1+ 2r1/∇r(G)+ 2r > 1+ 14r + 1 . 
This propertymaybe efficiently used in conjunctionwith the following alternative characterisation
of classes with bounded expansion, which may be useful for classes that are neither closed under
disjoint unions, nor hereditary.
Lemma 3.5. Let class C be a class of graphs. Then C has bounded expansion if, and only if, there exists
functions Ford, Fdeg, F∇ , Fprop : R+ → R+ such that Fprop > 0 and the following two conditions hold:
• ∀ϵ > 0 ∀G ∈ C |G| > Ford(ϵ) H⇒ |{v∈G:d(v)≥Fdeg(ϵ)}||G| ≤ ϵ
• ∀r ∈ N ∀H ⊆ G ∈ C ∇r(H) > F∇(r) H⇒ |H| > Fprop(r)|G|.
Proof. Assume that C has bounded expansion. Then the average degree of graphs in C is bounded by
2∇0(C). Hence, for every G ∈ C and every integer k ≥ 1,
2∇0(C) ≥
∑
i≥1
i|{v ∈ G : d(v) = i}|
|G| =
∑
i≥1
|{v ∈ G : d(v) ≥ i}|
|G|
≥ k |{v ∈ G : d(v) ≥ k}||G| .
Hence |{v∈G:d(v)≥k}||G| ≤ 2∇0(C)k . Thus Ford(ϵ) = 0 and Fdeg(ϵ) =

2∇0(C)
ϵ

suffice. The second property is
straightforward: put F∇(r) = ∇r(C) and Fprop(r) = 1.
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Now assume that the two conditions hold. Fix r . Let G ∈ C and let S be a subset of vertices of
G of cardinality t ≤ Fprop(r)2rF∇ (r)+1n. Let Xr(S) denote a vertex subset formed by adding paths of length
at most 2r + 1 with interior vertices in V \ S and endpoints in S (not yet linked by a path), one by
one until no path of length at most 2r + 1 has interior vertices in V \ S and endpoints in S. Then
|Xr(S)| ≤ (2rF∇(r) + 1)t . Suppose not, and consider the set T of the first (2rF∇(r) + 1)t ≤ Fprop(r)n
vertices of Xr(S). By definition, the subgraph of G induced by T contains a≤ 2r-subdivision of a graph
H of order t and size at least |T\S|2r = F∇(r)t . It follows that ∇r(G[T ]) ≥ F∇(r) hence |T | > Fprop(r)n, a
contradiction.
Let D0 = Fdeg

Fprop(r)
2rF∇ (r)+1

. Then for sufficiently big graphs G (of order greater than N = Ford
Fprop(r)
2rF∇ (r)+1

), we have
|{v ∈ G : d(v) ≥ D0}|
|G| <
Fprop(r)
2rF∇(r)+ 1 .
Let D = max(D0, 2rF∇(r) + 1). Now assume that there exists in G a ≤ 2r-subdivision S of a graph H
withminimumdegree at leastD. As |H| is the number of vertices of S having degree at leastD ≥ D0, we
infer that |H| ≤ Fprop(r)2rF∇ (r)+1n. It follows that |S| ≤ (2rF∇(r)+1)|H| henceD ≤ ‖H‖/|H| < 2rF∇(r)+1 ≤
D, a contradiction. It follows that∇r(G) < 2D. Hence, for every graph G ∈ C (including those of order
at most N), we have
∇r(G) < 2maxFord  Fprop(r)2rF∇(r)+ 1

, Fdeg

Fprop(r)
2rF∇(r)+ 1

, 2rF∇(r)+ 1

. 
4. Random graphs (the Erdős–Rényi model)
The G(n, p) model of random graphs was introduced by Gilbert [39] and Erdös and Rényi [33];
see [16]. In this model, a graph with n vertices is built, where each edge appears independently with
probability p. It is frequently considered that pmay be a function of n, hence the notation G(n, p(n)).
The order of the largest complete (topological) minor in G(n, p/n) is well-studied. It is known
since the work of Łuczak et al. [51] that random graphs G(n, p(n)) with p(n) − 1/n ≪ n−4/3 are
asymptotically almost surely (henceforth abbreviated, a.a.s.) planar, whereas thosewith p(n)−1/n ≫
n−4/3 a.a.s. contain unbounded clique minors. Fountoulakis et al. [35] proved that for every c > 1
there exists a constant δ(c) such that a.a.s. the maximum order h(G(n, c/n)) of a complete minor of a
graph in G(n, c/n) satisfies the inequality δ(c)
√
n ≤ h(G(n, c/n)) ≤ 2√cn. Also, Ajtai et al. [4] proved
that as long as the expected degree (n − 1)p is at least 1 + ϵ and is o(√n), then a.a.s. the order of
the largest complete topological minor of G(n, p) is almost as large as the maximum degree, which is
Θ(log n/ log log n).
However, it is known that the number of short cycles of G(n, c/n) is bounded. Precisely, the
expected number of cycles of length t in G(n, c/n) is at most (e2c/2)t . It follows that the expected
value E(ω(G▽ d)) of the clique size of a shallow topological minor of G at depth d is bounded by
approximately (Ac)2d (for some constant A > 0).
Fox and Sudakov [36] proved that G(n, d/n) is a.a.s. (16d, 16d)-degenerate, where a graph H
is said to be (d,∆)-degenerate if there exists an ordering v1, . . . , vn of its vertices such that for
each vi, there are at most d vertices vj adjacent to vi with j < i, and there are at most ∆ subsets
S ⊂ N(vj) ∩ {v1, . . . , vi} for some neighbour vj of vi with j > i, where the neighbourhood N(vj) is
the set of vertices that are adjacent to vj. We modify their proof in order to estimate the top-grads
of G(n, d/n). The proof is based on the characterisation of bounded expansion given in Lemma 3.5.
We first prove that graphs in G(n, d/n) a.a.s. have a small proportion of vertices with sufficiently large
degree, and then that subgraphs having sufficiently dense topologicalminorsmust span somepositive
fraction of the vertex set of the whole graph. Thanks to Lemma 3.4, this last property will follow from
the following two facts:
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• As a random graph with edge probability d/n has a bounded number of short cycles, if one of its
subgraphs is a ≤ r-subdivision of a sufficiently dense graph it should a.a.s. span at least some
positive fraction Fprop(r) of the vertices (Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2);• For every ϵ > 0, the proportion of vertices in a random graph with edge probability d/n with
sufficiently large degree (>Fdeg(ϵ)) is a.a.s. less than ϵ (Lemma 4.3).
Lemma 4.1. Let ϵ > 0. A.a.s. every subgraph H of G(n, d/n) with t ≤ (4d)−(1+1/ϵ)n vertices satisfies∇0(H) ≤ 1+ ϵ.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that almost surely every subgraph H of G(n, d/n) with t ≤ 4−(1+1/ϵ)n
vertices satisfies ‖H‖/|H| ≤ 1+ ϵ. Let H be an induced subgraph of G of order t with t ≤ 4−(1+1/ϵ)n.
The probability thatH has size at leastm = (1+ϵ)t is at most
 
t
2

m

(d/n)m. Therefore, by the union
bound, the probability that G has an induced subgraph of order t with size at leastm = (1+ ϵ)t isn
t
 t
2

m

(d/n)m ≤
 en
t
t  et2
2m
m d
n
m
= et

e
2(1+ ϵ)
(1+ϵ)t n
t
t dt
n
(1+ϵ)t
=

e2+ϵ
(2+ 2ϵ)1+ϵ
t d1+1/ϵt
n
ϵt
< 4t

d1+1/ϵt
n
ϵt
.
Summing over all t ≤ (4d)−(1+1/ϵ)n, one easily checks that the probability that G has an induced
subgraphH of order atmost (4d)−(1+1/ϵ)n such that ‖G‖/|H| ≥ 1+ϵ is o(1), completing the proof. 
Lemmas 3.4 and 4.1 imply:
Lemma 4.2. Let r ∈ N. A.a.s. every subgraph H of G(n, d/n)with t ≤ (4d)−(1+1/(2r+1))n vertices satisfies∇r(H) ≤ 2. That is,
∀r ∈ N, a.a.s. ∀H ⊆ G(n, d/n), ∇r(H) > 2 H⇒ |H| > (4d)−(1+ 12r+1 )|G|.
Lemma 4.3. Let α > 1 and let cα = 4eα−4αd. A.a.s. there are at most cαn vertices of G(n, d/n) with
degree greater than 8αd.
Proof. Let A be the subset of s = cαn vertices of largest degree in G = G(n, d/n), and let D be the
minimum degree of vertices in A. Thus there are at least sD/2 edges that have at least one endpoint in
A. Consider a randomsubsetA′ ofAwith size |A|/2. Every edge that has an endpoint inAhas probability
at least 12 of having exactly one endpoint in A
′. So there is a subset A′ ⊂ A of size |A|/2 such that the
numberm of edges between A′ and V (G) \ A′ satisfiesm ≥ sD/4 = |A′|D/2.
We now give an upper bound on the probability that D ≥ 8αd. Each set A′ of s2 vertices in
G = G(n, d/n) has probability at most s
2 (n− s2 )
m

(d/n)m ≤
 esn
2m
m
(d/n)m ≤

2sd
m
m
≤

8d
D
m
≤ α−2αds
of having at leastm ≥ (s/2)(8αd)/2 = 2αds edges between A′ and V (G)\A′. Therefore the probability
that there is a set A′ of s/2 vertices in G that has at least 2αsd edges between A′ and V (G)\A′ is at most
n
s/2

α−2αds <

2en
s
s/2
α−2αds ≤

(2eα−4αd)n
s
s/2
= o(1),
completing the proof. 
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Theorem 4.4. For every p > 0, there exists a class Rp with bounded expansion such that G(n, p/n)
asymptotically almost surely belongs toRp.
5. Crossing number
For a graph G, let cr(G) denote the crossing number of G, defined to be the minimum number of
crossings in a drawing of G in the plane; see the surveys [69,74]. It is easily seen that cr(H) = cr(G)
for every subdivision H of G. Thus crossing number is strongly topological. The following ‘‘crossing
lemma’’, independently due to Leighton [50] and Ajtai et al. [3], implies that crossing number is
degree-bound.
Lemma 5.1 ([50,3,2]). If ‖G‖ ≥ 4 |G|, then cr(G) ≥ ‖G‖3
64 |G|2 .
Lemmas 3.3 and 5.1 imply that a class of graphs with bounded crossing number has bounded
expansion. In fact, since every graphGhas orientable genus atmost cr(G) (simply introduce onehandle
for each crossing), any class with bounded crossing number is included in a minor-closed class. In
particular,
cr(G) ≥ genus(G) ≥ genus(Kh(G)) =

(h(G)− 3)(h(G)− 4)
12

,
implying h(G) ≤ O(√cr(G)) and ∇(G) ≤ O(√cr(G) log cr(G)) by (1).
The following theorem says that graphswith linear crossing number (in some sense) are contained
in a topologically-closed class, and thus have bounded expansion. Let G≥3 denote the subgraph of G
induced by the vertices of G that have degree at least 3.
Theorem 5.2. Let c ≥ 1 be a constant. Let Cc be the class of graphs G such that cr(H) ≤ c|H≥3| for every
subgraph H of G. Then Cc is contained in a topologically-closed class of graphs. Precisely ∇(Cc) ≤ 4c1/3.
Proof. Let G ∈ Cc and let H be a topological minor of G such that ‖H‖/|H| = ∇(G). Let S ⊆ G be
a witness subdivision of H in G. We prove that ‖H‖ ≤ 4c1/3|H| by contradiction. Were it false, then
‖H‖ > 4c1/3|H| and by Lemma 5.1,
‖H‖3
64|H|2 ≤ cr(H) = cr(S) ≤ c|S≥3| = c|H|.
Thus ‖H‖3 < 64c|H|3, a contradiction. Hence ∇(G) ≤ 4c1/3 for every G ∈ Cc . 
Consider the class of graphs that admit drawings with at most one crossing per edge. Obviously
this includes large subdivisions of arbitrarily large complete graphs. Thus this class is not contained
in a proper topologically-closed class. However, it does have bounded expansion.
Theorem 5.3. Let c ≥ 1 be a constant. The class of graphs G that admit a drawingwith atmost c crossings
per edge has bounded expansion. Precisely, ∇d(G) ∈ O(√cd).
Proof. Assume that G admits a drawing with at most c crossings per edge. Consider a subgraph H
of G that is a (≤2d)-subdivision of a graph X . So X has a drawing with at most c(2d + 1) crossings
per edge. Pach and Tóth [68] proved that if an n-vertex graph has a drawing with at most k crossings
per edge, then it has at most 4.108
√
kn edges. Thus ‖X‖ ≤ 4.108√c(2d+ 1) |X | hence ∇d(G) ≤
4.108
√
c(2d+ 1). 
6. Queue and stack layouts
A graph G is ordered if V (G) = {1, 2, . . . , |G|}. Let G be an ordered graph. Let ℓ(e) and r(e) denote
the endpoints of each edge e ∈ E(G) such that ℓ(e) ≤ r(e). Two edges e and f are nested and f is nested
inside e if ℓ(e) < ℓ(f ) and r(f ) < r(e). Two edges e and f cross if ℓ(e) < ℓ(f ) < r(e) < r(f ).
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Fig. 4. Every 4-connected planar graph has stack number at most 2 (since it is Hamiltonian).
An ordered graph is a queue if no two edges are nested. An ordered graph is a stack if no two edges
cross. Observe that the left and right endpoints of the edges in a queue are in first-in–first-out order,
and are in last-in–first-out order in a stack; hence the names ‘queue’ and ‘stack’.
Let G be an ordered graph. G is a k-queue if there is a partition {E1, E2, . . . , Ek} of E(G) such that
each G[Ei] is a queue. G is a k-stack if there is a partition {E1, E2, . . . , Ek} of E(G) such that each G[Ei]
is a stack.
Let G be an (unordered) graph. A k-queue layout of G is a k-queue that is isomorphic to G. A k-stack
layout of G is a k-stack that is isomorphic to G. A k-stack layout is often called a k-page book embedding.
The queue-number of G is the minimum integer k such that G has a k-queue layout. The stack-number
of G is the minimum integer k such that G has a k-queue layout.
Stack layouts aremore commonly called book embeddings, and stack-number has been called book-
thickness, fixed outer-thickness, and page-number. See [26] for references and applications of queue and
stack layouts.
Bernhart and Kainen [13] proved that a graph has stack number 1 if and only if it is outerplanar, and
it has stack number at most 2 if and only if it is a subgraph of a Hamiltonian planar graph (see Fig. 4).
Thus every 4-connected planar graph has stack number at most 2. Yannakakis [78] proved that every
planar graph has stack number at most 4. In fact, every proper minor-closed class has bounded stack-
number [14]. On the other hand, even though stack and queue layouts appear to be dual, it is unknown
whether planar graphs have bounded queue-number [43,45] (see Fig. 5), and more generally, it is
unknownwhether queue-number is bounded by stack-number [27]. Dujmović andWood [27] proved
that planar graphs have bounded queue-number if and only if 2-stack graphs have bounded queue-
number, and that queue-number is bounded by stack-number if and only if 3-stack graphs have
bounded queue-number. The largest class of graphs for which queue-number is known to be bounded
is the class of graphs with bounded tree-width [24].
In the following two sections, we prove that graphs of bounded queue-number or bounded
stack-number have bounded expansion. The closest previous result in this direction is that graphs
of bounded queue-number or bounded stack-number have bounded acyclic chromatic number. In
particular, Dujmović et al. [23] proved that every k-queue graph has acyclic chromatic number at
most 4k · 4k(2k−1)(4k−1), and every k-stack graph has acyclic chromatic number at most 80k(2k−1).
7. Queue number
Every 1-queue graph is planar [23,45]. However, the class of 2-queue graphs is not contained in a
proper topologically-closed class, since every graph has a 2-queue subdivision, as proved by Dujmović
and Wood [27]. Moreover, the bound on the number of division vertices per edge is related to the
queue-number of the original graph.
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Fig. 5. A 3-queue layout of a given planar graph.
Theorem 7.1 ([27]). For all k ≥ 2, every graph G has a k-queue subdivision with at most c logk qn(G)
division vertices per edge, for some constant c.
Conversely, as described in the next lemma, the same authors proved that queue-number is
strongly topological.
Lemma 7.2 ([27]). If some (≤t)-subdivision of a graph G has a k-queue layout, then qn(G) ≤ 12 (2k +
2)2t − 1, and if t = 1 then qn(G) ≤ 2k(k+ 1).
Also, queue-number is degree bound.
Lemma 7.3 ([45,70,26]). Every k-queue graph has average degree less than 4k.
Now Theorem 7.4 follows.
Theorem 7.4. Graphs of bounded queue-number have bounded expansion. In particular,∇d(G) < (2k+ 2)4d
for every k-queue graph G.
Proof. As noticed in Section 3.1, a consequence of Corollary 3.2 is that a class of graphs has bounded
expansion if and only if for each integer d the graphs in the class have bounded ∇d.
Let G be a graph with queue number k. Consider a subgraph H of G that is a (≤2d)-subdivision of a
graph X with maximal possible average degree, i.e. such that ∇d(G) = ‖X‖/|X |. Thus qn(H) ≤ k, and
qn(X) < 12 (2k + 2)4d by Lemma 7.2. Thus the average degree of X is less than δ := 2(2k + 2)4d by
Lemma 7.3 hence ∇d(G) = ‖X‖/|X | ≤ (2k+ 2)4d. 
Note that there is an exponential lower bound on ∇d for graphs of bounded queue-number. Fix
integers k ≥ 2 and d ≥ 1. Let G be the graph obtained from Kn by subdividing each edge 2d
times, where n = kd. Dujmović and Wood [27] constructed a k-queue layout of G. Observe that∇d(G) ∼ n = kd.
We now set out to give a direct proof of Theorem7.4 that does not rely onDvořák’s characterisation
(Theorem 3.1).
Consider a k-queue layout of a graph G. For each edge vw of G, let q(vw) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} be the
queue containing vw. For each ordered pair (v,w) of adjacent vertices in G, let
Q (v,w) :=

q(vw) if v < w,
−q(wv) ifw < v.
Note that Q (v,w) has at most 2k possible values.
Lemma 7.5. Let G be a graph with a k-queue layout. Let vw and xy be disjoint edges of G such that
Q (v,w) = Q (x, y). Then v < x if and only if w < y.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, Q (v,w) > 0. Thus v < w and x < y.
Say v < x. If y < w, then v < x < y < w. Thus xy is nested inside vw, which is a contradiction
since q(vw) = q(xy). Hencew < y.
Say w < y. If x < v, then x < v < w < y. Thus vw is nested inside xy, which is a contradiction
since q(xy) = q(vw). Hence v < x. 
By induction, Lemma 7.5 implies the following.
Lemma 7.6. Let G be a graphwith a k-queue layout. Let (v1, v2, . . . , vr) and (w1, w2, . . . , wr) be disjoint
paths in G, such that Q (vi, vi+1) = Q (wi, wi+1) for each i ∈ [1, r − 1]. Then v1 < w1 if and only if
vr < wr . 
Theorem 7.7. Let G be a graph with a k-queue layout. Let F be a subgraph of G such that each component
of F has radius at most r. Let H be obtained from G by contracting each component of F . Then H has a
fr(k)-queue layout, where
fr(k) := 2k

(2k)r+1 − 1
2k− 1
2
.
Proof. We can assume that F is spanning by allowing 1-vertex components in F . For each component
X of F fix a centre vertex v of X at distance at most r from every vertex in X . Call X the v-component.
Consider a vertex v′ ofG in the v-component of F . Fix a shortest path P(v′) = (v = v0, v1, . . . , vs =
v′) between v and v′ in F . Thus s ∈ [0, r]. Let
Q (v′) := (Q (v0, v1),Q (v1, v2), . . . ,Q (vs−1, vs)).
Consider an edge v′w′ of G, where v′ is in the v-component of F , w′ is in the w-component of F ,
and v ≠ w. Such an edge survives in H . Say v < w. Colour v′w′ by the triple
(Q (v′),Q (v′, w′),Q (w′)).
Observe that the number of colours is at most
2k

r−
s=0
(2k)s
2
= 2k

(2k)r+1 − 1
2k− 1
2
.
From the linear order of G, contract each component of F into its centre. That is, the linear order
of H is determined by the linear order of the centre vertices in G. After contracting, there might be
parallel edges with different edge colours. Replace parallel edges by a single edge and keep one of the
colours.
Consider disjoint monochromatic edges vw and xy of H , where v < w and x < y. By construction,
there are edges v′w′ and x′y′ of G such that v′ is in the v-component, w′ is in the w-component, x′ is
in the x-component, y′ is in the y-component, and
(Q (v′),Q (v′, w′),Q (w′)) = (Q (x′),Q (x′, y′),Q (y′)).
Thus |P(v′)| = |P(x′)| and |P(w′)| = |P(y′)|. Consider the paths
(v = v0, v1, . . . , vs = v′, w′ = wt , wt−1, . . . , w0 = w) and
(x = x0, x1, . . . , xs = x′, y′ = yt , yt−1, . . . , y0 = y).
Since Q (v′) = Q (x′), we have Q (vi, vi+1) = Q (xi, xi+1) for each i ∈ [0, s − 1]. Similarly, since
Q (w′) = Q (y′), we have Q (wi, wi+1) = Q (yi, yi+1) for each i ∈ [0, t−1]. Since Q (v′, w′) = Q (x′, y′),
Lemma 7.6 is applicable to these two paths. Thus, v < x if and only ifw < y. Hence vw and xy are not
nested. Thus the edge colouring of H defines a queue layout. 
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Theorem 7.7 implies Theorem 7.4 (with a better bound on the expansion function) since by
Lemma 7.3, the graph H in the statement of Theorem 7.7 has bounded density. In particular, if G has
a k-queue layout then
∇d(G) ≤ 8k

(2k)d+1 − 1
2k− 1
2
.
Theorem 7.7 basically says that minors and queue layouts are compatible in the same way that
queue layouts are compatible with subdivisions; see Lemma 7.2.
7.1. Jump number
Let P be a partially ordered set (that is, a poset). The Hasse diagram H(P) of P is the graph whose
vertices are the elements of P and whose edges correspond to the cover relation of P . Here x covers y
in P if x>P y and there is no element z of P such that x>P z>P y.
A linear extension of P is a total order ≼ of P such that x<P y implies x ≺ y for every x, y ∈ P . The
jump number jn(P) of P is the minimum number of consecutive elements of a linear extension of P
that are not comparable in P , where the minimum is taken over all possible linear extensions of P .
Heath and Pemmaraju [44] proved that the jump number of a poset is at least the queue number of
its Hasse diagramminus one, that is, qn(H(P)) ≤ jn(P)+1. It follows that the class of Hasse diagrams
of posets having bounded jump-number has bounded queue-number. Thus Theorem 7.4 implies the
following.
Corollary 7.8. Let P be a class of posets with bounded jump number. Then the class H(P ) of the Hasse
diagrams of the posets in P has bounded expansion.
8. Stack number
The class of 3-stack graphs is not contained in a proper topologically-closed class since every graph
has a 3-stack subdivision [30,54,55,9,15].1 Many authors studied bounds on the number of divisions
vertices per edge in 3-stack subdivisions, especially of Kn. The most general bounds on the number of
division vertices are by Dujmović and Wood [27].
Theorem 8.1 ([27]). For all s ≥ 3, every graph G has an s-stack subdivision with at most c logs−1
min{sn(G), qn(G)} division vertices per edge, for some absolute constant c.
It is openwhether a result like Lemma 7.2 holds for stack layouts. Blankenship and Oporowski [15]
conjectured that such a result exists.
Conjecture 8.2 ([15]). There is a function f such that sn(G) ≤ f (sn(H)) for every graph G and (≤1)-
subdivision H of G.
This conjecture would imply that stack-number is topological. This conjecture holds for G = Kn as
proved by Blankenship andOporowski [15], Enomoto andMiyauchi [30], and Eppstein [32]. The proofs
by Blankenship and Oporowski [15] and Eppstein [32] use essentially the same Ramsey-theoretic
argument.
Enomoto and Miyauchi [31] proved the following bound for the density of graphs having a ≤ t-
subdivision with a k-stack layout.
1 The first proof was by Atneosen [9] in 1968, although similar ideas were present in the work of Hotz [46,47] on knot
projections from 1959.
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Theorem 8.3 ([31]). Let G be a graph such that some (≤t)-subdivision of G has a k-stack layout for some
k ≥ 3. Then
‖G‖ ≤ 4k(5k− 5)
t+1
5k− 6 |G|.
It follows that graphs with bounded stack number form a class with bounded expansion.
Theorem 8.4. Graphs of bounded stack number have bounded expansion. In particular,
∇r(G) ≤ 4k(5k− 5)2r+15k− 6
for every k-stack graph G.
Proof. (≤2)-stack graphs have bounded expansion since they are planar. Let G be a graphwith stack-
number sn(G) ≤ k for some k ≥ 3. Consider a subgraph H of G that is a (≤2r)-subdivision of a graph
X . Thus sn(H) ≤ k, and by Theorem 8.3,
‖X‖ ≤ 4k(5k− 5)
2r+1
5k− 6 |X |.
It follows that ∇r(G) = ‖H‖|H| ≤ 4k(5k−5)2r+15k−6 . 
The following open problem is equivalent to some problems in computational complexity
[48,37,38].
Open Problem 8.5. Do 3-stack n-vertex graphs have o(n) separators?
See [60, Section 8] for results relating expansion and separators.
9. Non-repetitive colourings
Let f be a colouring of a graph G. Then f is repetitive on a path (v1, . . . , v2s) in G if f (vi) = f (vi+s)
for each i ∈ [1, s]. If f is not repetitive on every path in G, then f is non-repetitive. Let π(G) be the
minimumnumber of colours in a non-repetitive colouring ofG. These notionswere introduced byAlon
et al. [7] and have since been widely studied [6,10,11,17,18,20,19,40–42,49,52,53]. The seminal result
in this field, proved by Thue [75] in 1906, (in the above terminology) states that π(Pn) ≤ 3. See [19]
for a survey of related results. Note that a non-repetitive colouring is proper (s = 1). Moreover, a
non-repetitive colouring contains no bichromatic P4 (s = 2), and is thus a star colouring. Hence
π(G) ≥ χst(G) ≥ χ(G).
The main result in this section is that π is strongly topological, and that graphs with bounded
π have bounded expansion. The closest previous result is by Wood [76] who proved that χst(G′) ≥√
χ(G) for every graph G, and thus π(G′) ≥ √χ(G). First observe the following lemma.
Lemma 9.1.
(a) For every (≤1)-subdivision H of a graph G,
π(H) ≤ π(G)+ 1.
(b) For every (≤3)-subdivision H of a graph G,
π(H) ≤ π(G)+ 2.
(c) For every subdivision H of a graph G,
π(H) ≤ π(G)+ 3.
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Proof. First we prove (a). Given a non-repetitive k-colouring of G, introduce a new colour for each
division vertex of H . Since this colour does not appear elsewhere, a repetitively coloured path in H
defines a repetitively colouredpath inG. ThusH contains no repetitively colouredpath. Part (b) follows
by applying (a) twice.
Nowwe prove (c). Let n be themaximum number of division vertices on some edge of G. Thue [75]
proved that Pn has a non-repetitive 3-colouring (c1, c2, . . . , cn). Arbitrarily orient the edges ofG. Given
a non-repetitive k-colouring of G, choose each ci to be one of three new colours for each arc vw of G
that is subdivided d times, colour the division vertices from v tow by (c1, c2, . . . , cd). Suppose H has
a repetitively coloured path P . Since H − V (G) is a collection of disjoint paths, each of which is non-
repetitively coloured, P includes some original vertices of G. Let P ′ be the path in G obtained from P as
follows. If P includes the entire subdivision of some edge vw of G, then replace that subpath by vw in
P ′. If P includes a subpath of the subdivision of some edge vw of G, then without loss of generality, it
includes v, in which case replace that subpath by v in P ′. Since the colours assigned to division vertices
are distinct from the colours assigned to original vertices, a t-vertex path of division vertices in the
first half of P corresponds to a t-vertex path of division vertices in the second half of P . Hence P ′ is a
repetitively coloured path in G. This contradiction proves that H is non-repetitively coloured. Hence
π(H) ≤ k+ 3. 
Note that Lemma 9.1(a) is best possible in the weak sense that π(C5) = 4 and π(C4) = 3; see [19].
Loosely speaking, Lemma 9.1 says that non-repetitive colourings of subdivisions are not much
‘‘harder’’ than non-repetitive colourings of the original graph. This intuition is made more precise
if we subdivide each edge many times. Then non-repetitive colourings of subdivisions are much
‘‘easier’’ than non-repetitive colourings of the original graph. In particular, Grytczuk [40] proved that
every graph has a non-repetitively 5-colourable subdivision. This bound was improved to 4 by Barát
and Wood [12] and by Marx and Schaefer [53], and very recently to 3 by Pezarski and Zmarz [71];
see [17,19] for related results. This implies that the class of non-repetitively 3-colourable graphs is
not contained in a proper topologically-closed class.
We now set out to prove a converse of Lemma 9.1, that is, π(G) is bounded by a function of π(H).
The following tool by Nešetřil and Raspaud [67] will be useful.
Lemma 9.2 ([67]). For every k-colouring of the arcs of an oriented forest T , there is a (2k+ 1)-colouring
of the vertices of T , such that between each pair of (vertex) colour classes, all arcs go in the same direction
and have the same colour.
A rooting of a forest F is obtained by nominating one vertex in each component tree of F to be a
root vertex.
Lemma 9.3. Let T ′ be the 1-subdivision of a forest T , such that π(T ′) ≤ k. Then
π(T ) ≤ k(k+ 1)(2k+ 1).
Moreover, for every non-repetitive k-colouring c of T ′, and for every rooting of T , there is a non-repetitive
k(k+ 1)(2k+ 1)-colouring q of T , such that
(a) For all edges vw and xy of T with q(v) = q(x) and q(w) = q(y), the division vertices corresponding
to vw and xy have the same colour in c.
(b) For all non-root vertices v and x with q(v) = q(x), the division vertices corresponding to the parent
edges of v and x have the same colour in c.
(c) For every root vertex r and every non-root vertex v, we have q(r) ≠ q(v).
(d) For all vertices v andw of T , if q(v) = q(w) then c(v) = c(w).
Proof. Let c be a non-repetitive k-colouring of T ′, with colours [1, k]. Colour each edge of T by the
colour assigned by c to the corresponding division vertex. Orient each edge of T towards the root
vertex in its component. By Lemma 9.2, there is a (2k + 1)-colouring f of the vertices of T , such that
between each pair of (vertex) colour classes in f , all arcs go in the same direction and have the same
colour in c. Consider a vertex v of T . If v is a root, let g(r) := 0; otherwise let g(v) := c(vw)wherew
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is the parent of v. Let q(v) := (c(v), f (v), g(v)). The number of colours in q is atmost k(k+1)(2k+1).
Observe that claims (c) and (d) hold by definition.
We claim that q is non-repetitive. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a path P = (v1, . . . , v2s)
in T that is repetitively coloured by q. That is, q(vi) = q(vi+s) for each i ∈ [1, k]. Thus c(vi) = c(vi+s)
and f (vi) = f (vi+s) and g(vi) = g(vi+s). Since no two root vertices are in a common path, (c) implies
that every vertex in P is a non-root vertex.
Consider the edge vivi+1 of P for some i ∈ [1, s − 1]. We have f (vi) = f (vi+s) and f (vi+1) =
f (vi+s+1). Between these two colour classes in f , all arcs go in the same direction and have the same
colour. Thus the edge vivi+1 is oriented from vi to vi+1 if and only if the edge vi+svi+s+1 is oriented
from vi+s to vi+s+1. And c(vivi+1) = c(vi+svi+s+1).
If at least two vertices vi and vj in P have indegree 2 in P , then some vertex between vi and vj in P
has outdegree 2 in P , which is a contradiction. Thus at most one vertex has indegree 2 in P . Suppose
that vi has indegree 2 in P . Then each edge vjvj+1 in P is oriented from vj to vj+1 if j ≤ i− 1, and from
vj+1 to vj if j ≥ i (otherwise two vertices have indegree 2 in P). In particular, v1v2 is oriented from v1
to v2 and vs+1vs+2 is oriented from vs+2 to vs+1. This is a contradiction since the edge v1v2 is oriented
from v1 to v2 if and only if the edge vs+1vs+2 is oriented from vs+1 to vs+2. Hence no vertex in P has
indegree 2. Thus P is a directed path.
Without loss of generality, P is oriented from v1 to v2s. Let x be the parent of v2s. Now g(v2s) =
c(vsx) and g(vs) = c(vsvs+1) and g(vs) = g(v2s). Thus c(vsvs+1) = c(v2sx).
Summarising, the path
(v1, v1v2, v2, . . . , vs, vsvs+1  , vs+1, vs+1vs+2, vs+2, . . . , v2s, v2sx  )
in T ′ is repetitively coloured by c . (Here division vertices in T ′ are described by the corresponding
edge.) Since c is non-repetitive in T ′, we have the desired contradiction. Hence q is a non-repetitive
colouring of T .
It remains to prove claims (a) and (b). Consider two edges vw and xy of T , such that q(v) = q(x)
and q(w) = q(y). Thus f (v) = f (x) and f (w) = f (y). Thus vw and xy have the same colour in c.
Thus the division vertices corresponding to vw and xy have the same colour in c . This proves claim
(a). Finally, consider non-root vertices v and x with q(v) = q(x). Thus g(v) = g(x). Say w and y are
the respective parents of v and x. By construction, c(vw) = c(xy). Thus the division vertices of vw
and xy have the same colour in c. This proves claim (b). 
We now extend Lemma 9.3 to apply to graphs with bounded acyclic chromatic number; see [8,67]
for similar methods.
Lemma 9.4. Let G′ be the 1-subdivision of a graph G, such that π(G′) ≤ k and χa(G) ≤ ℓ. Then
π(G) ≤ ℓ(k(k+ 1)(2k+ 1))ℓ−1.
Proof. Let p be an acyclic ℓ-colouring of G, with colours [1, ℓ]. Let c be a non-repetitive k-colouring
of G′. For distinct i, j ∈ [1, ℓ], let Gi,j be the subgraph of G induced by the vertices coloured i or j by p.
Thus each Gi,j is a forest, and c restricted to G′i,j is non-repetitive.
Apply Lemma 9.3 to each Gi,j. Thus π(Gi,j) ≤ k(k + 1)(2k + 1), and there is a non-repetitive
k(k+ 1)(2k+ 1)-colouring qi,j of Gi,j satisfying Lemma 9.3(a)–(d).
Consider a vertex v of G. For each colour j ∈ [1, ℓ]with j ≠ p(v), let qj(v) := qp(v),j(v). Define
q(v) := (p(v), {(j, qj(v)) : j ∈ [1, ℓ], j ≠ p(v)}).
Note that the number of colours in q is at most ℓ(k(k + 1)(2k + 1))ℓ−1. We claim that q is a non-
repetitive colouring of G.
Suppose, on the contrary, that somepath P = (v1, . . . , v2s) inG is repetitively colouredby q. That is,
q(va) = q(va+s) for each a ∈ [1, s]. Thus p(va) = p(va+s) and for each a ∈ [1, s]. Let i := p(va). Choose
any j ∈ [1, ℓ] with j ≠ i. Thus (j, qj(va)) = (j, qj(va+s)) and qj(va) = qj(va+s). Hence c(va) = c(va+s)
by Lemma 9.3(d).
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Consider an edge vava+1 for some i ∈ [1, s−1]. Let i := p(va) and j := p(va+1). Now q(va) = q(va+s)
and q(va+1) = q(va+s+1). Thus p(va+s) = i and p(va+s+1) = j. Moreover, (j, qj(va)) = (j, qj(va+s))
and (i, qi(va+1)) = (i, qi(va+s+1)). That is, qi,j(va) = qi,j(va+s) and qi,j(va+1) = qi,j(va+s+1). Thus
c(vava+1) = c(va+sva+s+1) by Lemma 9.3(a).
Consider the edge vsvs+1. Let i := p(vs) and j := p(vs+1). Without loss of generality, vs+1 is the
parent of vs in the forest Gi,j. In particular, vs is not a root of Gi,j. Since qi,j(vs) = qi,j(v2s) and by
Lemma 9.3(c), v2s also is not a root of Gi,j. Let y be the parent of v2s in Gi,j. By Lemma 9.3(b) applied to
vs and v2s, we have c(vsvs+1) = c(v2sy).
Summarising, the path
(v1, v1v2, v2, . . . , vs, vsvs+1  , vs+1, vs+1vs+2, vs+2, . . . , v2s, v2sy  )
is repetitively coloured in G′. This contradiction proves that G is repetitively coloured by q. 
Lemma 9.4 generalises for (≤1)-subdivisions as follows.
Lemma 9.5. Let H be a (≤1)-subdivision of a graph G, such that π(H) ≤ k and χa(G) ≤ ℓ. Then
π(G) ≤ ℓ((k+ 1)(k+ 2)(2k+ 3))ℓ−1.
Proof. Since G′ is a (≤1)-subdivision of H , Lemma 9.1(a) implies that π(G′) ≤ k + 1. Lemma 9.4
implies the result. 
Lemma 9.6. Let c be a non-repetitive k-colouring of the 1-subdivision G′ of a graph G. Then
χa(G) ≤ k · 22k2 .
Proof. Orient the edges of G arbitrarily. Let A(G) be the set of oriented arcs of G. So c induces a
k-colouring of V (G) and A(G). For each vertex v of G, let
q(v) := {c(v)} ∪ {(+, c(vw), c(w)) : vw ∈ A(G)} ∪ {(−, c(wv), c(w)) : wv ∈ A(G)}.
The number of possible values for q(v) is at most k · 22k2 . We claim that q is an acyclic colouring of G.
Suppose, on the contrary, that q(v) = q(w) for some arc vw ofG. Thus c(v) = c(w) and (+, c(vw),
c(w)) ∈ q(v), implying (+, c(vw), c(w)) ∈ q(w). That is, for some arc wx, we have c(wx) = c(vw)
and c(x) = c(w). Thus the path (v, vw,w,wx) in G′ is repetitively coloured. This contradiction shows
that q properly colours G.
It remains to prove that G contains no bichromatic cycle (with respect to q). First consider a
bichromatic path P = (u, v, w) in Gwith q(u) = q(w). Thus c(u) = c(w).
Suppose, on the contrary, that P is oriented (u, v, w), as illustrated in Fig. 6(a). By construction,
(+, c(uv), c(v)) ∈ q(u), implying (+, c(uv), c(v)) ∈ q(w). That is, c(uv) = c(wx) and c(v) = c(x)
for some arc wx (and thus x ≠ v). Similarly, (−, c(vw), c(v)) ∈ q(w), implying (−, c(vw), c(v)) ∈
q(u). Thus c(vw) = c(tu) and c(v) = c(t) for some arc tu (and thus t ≠ v). Hence the 8-vertex
path (tu, u, uv, v, vw,w,wx, x) in G′ is repetitively coloured by c , as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). This
contradiction shows that both edges in P are oriented towards v or both are oriented away from v.
Consider the case in which both edges in P are oriented towards v. Suppose, on the contrary,
that c(uv) ≠ c(wv). By construction, (+, c(uv), c(v)) ∈ q(u), implying (+, c(uv), c(v)) ∈ q(w).
That is, c(uv) = c(wx) and c(v) = c(x) for some arc wx (implying x ≠ v since c(uv) ≠ c(wv)).
Similarly, (+, c(wv), c(v)) ∈ q(w), implying (+, c(wv), c(v)) ∈ q(u). That is, c(wv) = c(ut)
and c(t) = c(v) for some arc ut (implying t ≠ v since c(ut) = c(wv) ≠ c(uv)). Hence the
path (ut, u, uv, v,wv,w,wx, x) in G′ is repetitively coloured in c , as illustrated in Fig. 6(c). This
contradiction shows that c(uv) = c(wv). By symmetry, c(uv) = c(wv) when both edges in P are
oriented away from v.
Hence in each component of G′, all the division vertices have the same colour in c . Every
bichromatic cycle contains a 4-cycle or a 5-path. IfG contains a bichromatic 5-path (u, v, w, x, y), then
all the division vertices in (u, v, w, x, y) have the same colour in c , and (u, uv, v, vw,w,wx, x, xy)
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Fig. 6. Illustration for Lemma 9.6.
is a repetitively coloured path in G′, as illustrated in Fig. 6(d). Similarly, if G contains a bichromatic
4-cycle (u, v, w, x), then all the division vertices in (u, v, w, x) have the same colour in c , and
(u, uv, v, vw,w,wx, x, xu) is a repetitively coloured path in G′, as illustrated in Fig. 6(e).
Thus G contains no bichromatic cycle, and q is an acyclic colouring of G. 
Note that the above proof establishes the following stronger statement. If the 1-subdivision of a
graph G has a k-colouring that is non-repetitive on paths with at most 8 vertices, then G has an acyclic
k · 22k2-colouring in which each component of each 2-coloured subgraph is a star or a 4-path.
Lemmas 9.1 and 9.6(a) imply the following.
Lemma 9.7. If some (≤1)-subdivision of a graph G has a non-repetitive k-colouring, then χa(G) ≤
(k+ 1) · 22(k+1)2 .
Lemma 9.8. If π(H) ≤ k for some (≤1)-subdivision of a graph G, then
π(G) ≤ (k+ 1) · 22(k+1)2((k+ 1)(k+ 2)(2k+ 3))(k+1)·22(k+1)2−1.
Proof. χa(G) ≤ (k + 1) · 22(k+1)2 by Lemma 9.7. The result follows from Lemma 9.5 with ℓ =
(k+ 1) · 22(k+1)2 . 
Corollary 9.9. There is a function f such that π(G) ≤ f (π(H), d) for every (≤d)-subdivision H of a
graph G.
One of the most interesting open problems regarding non-repetitive colourings is whether
planar graphs have bounded π (as mentioned in most papers regarding non-repetitive colourings).
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Corollary 9.9 implies that to prove that planar graphs have bounded π , it suffices to show that every
planar graph has a subdivision with bounded π and a bounded number of division vertices per edge.
This shows that Conjectures 4.1 and 5.2 in [40] are equivalent.
We now get to the main results of this section. Lemmas 9.1 and 9.8(a) imply the following.
Theorem 9.10. π is strongly topological.
π is degree-bound since every graphGhas a vertex of degree atmost 2π(G)−2; see [12, Proposition
5.1]. Since π is hereditary, Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 9.10 imply:
Theorem 9.11. For every constant c, the class of graphs {G : π(G) ≤ c} has bounded expansion.
9.1. Subdivisions of complete graphs
Corollary 9.9 with G = Kn implies that there is a function f such that for every (≤d)-subdivision H
of Kn,
π(H) ≥ f (n, d),
and limn→∞ f (n, d) = ∞ for all fixed d. We now obtain reasonable bounds on f . While these results
are not strictly related to bounded expansion classes, we consider them to be of independent interest.
Lemma 9.12. Let Kn,d be the d-subdivision of Kn. Then
π(Kn,d) ≥
n
2
1/(d+1)
.
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that c = π(Kn,d) <
 n
2
1/(d+1). Fix a non-repetitive c-colouring of
Kn,d. Orient each edge of Kn arbitrarily. Colour each arc vw of Kn by the d-tuple of colours assigned
to the division vertices on the path from v to w in Kn,d. The number of arc colours is at most cd. Let
p := ⌈ nc ⌉. There is a Kp subgraph of Kn whose vertices are monochromatic in q, and there is a subgraph
H of Kp consisting of at least
 p
2

/cd monochromatic arcs. Now p ≥ nc > 2cd. Thus p − 1 ≥ 2cd and p
2

/cd ≥ p. Hence H has at least p arcs.
If H contains a vertex v with an incoming arc uv and an outgoing arc vw, then Kn,d contains a
repetitively coloured path on 2d + 2 vertices, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a). Thus for every vertex v of H ,
all the arcs incident to v are incoming or all are outgoing. In particular, H has no triangle. Since H
has at least p arcs, the undirected graph underlying H contains a cycle. If H contains a 4-cycle, then
Kn,d contains a repetitively coloured path on 4d+ 4 vertices, as illustrated in Fig. 7(b). Otherwise the
undirected graph underlying H contains a 5-vertex path, in which case, Kn,d contains a repetitively
coloured path on 4d+ 4 vertices, as illustrated in Fig. 7(c). This is the desired contradiction. 
Lemmas 9.1 and 9.12(c) imply:
Corollary 9.13. If H is a (≤d)-subdivision of Kn, then
π(H) ≥
n
2
1/(d+1) − 3.
Determining π(K ′n) is an interesting open problem. The lower bound π(K ′n) ≥
√
n follows from
a result by Alon and Grytczuk [6], and also follows from the previously mentioned lower bound
π(K ′n) ≥ χst(K ′n) ≥
√
n by Wood [76]. Here is the best known upper bound.
Proposition 9.14. π(K ′n) ≤ 32n2/3 + O(n1/3).
Proof. Let N := ⌈n1/3⌉. In K ′N3 , let {⟨i, k⟩ : 1 ≤ i ≤ N2, 1 ≤ k ≤ N} be the original vertices, and let⟨i, k; j, ℓ⟩ be the division vertex having ⟨i, k⟩ and ⟨j, ℓ⟩ as its neighbours.
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Colour each original vertex ⟨i, j⟩ by Ai. Colour each division vertex ⟨i, k; j, ℓ⟩ by Bk if i < j. Colour
each division vertex ⟨i, k; i, ℓ⟩ by Ck,ℓ where k < ℓ.
Suppose that PQ is a repetitively coloured path. By parity, |P| is even.
First, suppose that |P| ≥ 4. Then P contains some transition T . Observe that each transition is
uniquely identified by the three colours that it receives. In particular, the only transition coloured
AiBkAj with i < j is ⟨i, k⟩⟨i, k; j, ℓ⟩⟨j, ℓ⟩. And the only transition coloured AiCk,ℓAi is ⟨i, k⟩⟨i, k; i, ℓ⟩⟨i, ℓ⟩.
Thus T is repeated in Q , which is a contradiction.
Otherwise |P| = 2. Thus PQ is coloured AiCk,ℓAiCk,ℓ for some k < ℓ. But the only edges coloured
AiCk,ℓ are the two edges in the transition ⟨i, k⟩⟨i, k; i, ℓ⟩⟨i, ℓ⟩, which again is a contradiction.
Hence there is no repetitively coloured path. The number of colours is N2 + N +

N
2

≤ 32N2 +
O(N) ≤ 32n2/3 + O(n1/3). 
We now determine π(Kn,d) to within a constant factor.
Lemma 9.15. Let A ≥ 1, B ≥ 2 and d ≥ 2 be integers. If n ≤ A · Bd, then π(Kn,d) ≤ A+ 8B.
Proof. Let (c1, . . . , cd) be a non-repetitive sequence such that c1 = 0 and {c2, c3, . . . , cd} ⊆ {1, 2, 3}.
Let ≼ be a total ordering of the original vertices of Kn,d. Since n ≤ A · Bd, the original vertices of Kn,d
can be labelled
{v = ⟨v0, v1, . . . , vd⟩ : 1 ≤ v0 ≤ A, 1 ≤ vi ≤ B, 1 ≤ i ≤ d}.
Colour each original vertex v by col(v) := v0. Consider a pair of original vertices v and w with
v ≺ w. If (v, r1, r2, . . . , rd, w) is the transition from v to w, then for i ∈ [1, d], colour the division
vertex ri by
col(ri) := (δ(vi, wi), ci, vi),
where δ(a, b) is the indicator function of a = b. We say this transition is rooted at v. Observe that the
number of colours is at most A+ 2 · 4 · B = A+ 8B.
Every transition is coloured
(x0, (δ1, c1, x1), (δ2, c2, x2), . . . , (δd, cd, xd), xd+1)
for some x0 ∈ [1, A] and x1, . . . , xd+1 ∈ [1, B] and δ1, . . . , δd ∈ {true, false}. Every such transition is
rooted at the original vertex ⟨x0, x1, . . . , xd⟩. That is, the colours assigned to a transition determine its
root.
Suppose, on the contrary, that P = (a1, . . . , a2s) is a repetitively coloured path in Kn,d. Since every
original vertex receives a distinct colour from every division vertex, for all i ∈ [s], ai is an original
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vertex if and only if ai+s is an original vertex, and ai is a division vertex if and only if ai+s is a division
vertex.
By construction, every transition is coloured non-repetitively. Thus P contains at least one original
vertex, implying {a1, . . . , as} contains at least one original vertex. If {a1, . . . , as} contains at least two
original vertices, then {a1, . . . , as} contains a transition (ai, . . . , ai+d+1), implying (as+i, . . . , as+i+d+1)
is another transition receiving the same tuple of colours. Thus (ai, . . . , ai+d+1) and (as+i, . . . , as+i+d+1)
are rooted at the same original vertex, implying P is not a path.
Now assume there is exactly one original vertex ai in {a1, . . . , as}. Thus as+i is the only original
vertex in {as+1, . . . , a2s}. Hence (ai, . . . , as+i) is a transition, implying s = d + 1. Without loss of
generality, ai ≺ as+i and this transition is rooted at ai.
Let v := ai andw := as+i. For j ∈ [1, d], the vertex ai+j is the j-th vertex in the transition from v to
w, and is thus coloured (δ(vj, wj), cj, vj).
Suppose that i ≤ s − 1. Let x be the original vertex such that the transition between w and x
contains {as+i+1, . . . , a2s}. Now
col(as+i+1) = col(ai+1) = (δ(v1, w1), c1, v1).
Since c1 ≠ cd, we have w ≺ x. For j ∈ [1, s − i], the vertex as+i+j is the j-th vertex in the transition
fromw to x, and thus
(δ(wj, xj), cj, wj) = col(as+i+j) = col(ai+j) = (δ(vj, wj), cj, vj).
In particular, vj = wj for all j ∈ [1, s− i]. Note that if i = s, then this conclusion is vacuously true.
Now suppose that i ≥ 2. Let u be the original vertex such that the transition between u and v
contains {a1, . . . , ai−1}. Now
col(ai−1) = col(as+i−1) = (δ(vd, wd), cd, vd).
Since cd ≠ c1, we have u ≺ v. For j ∈ [s− i+ 1, d], the vertex ai+j−s is the j-th vertex in the transition
from u to v, and thus
(δ(uj, vj), cj, uj) = col(ai+j−s) = col(ai+j) = (δ(vj, wj), cj, vj).
In particular, vj = uj and δ(vj, wj) = δ(uj, vj). Thus vj = wj for all j ∈ [s− i+ 1, d]. Note that if i = 1,
then this conclusion is vacuously true.
Hence vj = wj for all j ∈ [1, d]. Now v is coloured v0, and w is coloured w0. Since v = ai and
w = as+i receive the same colour, v0 = w0. Therefore vj = wj for all j ∈ [0, d]. That is, v = w, which
is the desired contradiction.
Therefore there is no repetitively coloured path in Kn,d. 
Theorem 9.16. For d ≥ 2,n
2
1/(d+1) ≤ π(Kn,d) ≤ 9⌈n1/(d+1)⌉.
Proof. The lower bound is Lemma 9.12. The upper bound is Lemma 9.15 with B = (n/8)1/(d+1) and
A = 8B. 
As mentioned earlier, Kn has a subdivision H with π(H) ≤ O(1). All known constructions of H use
at least Ω(n) division vertices on some edge—some use Ω(n2) division vertices on every edge. We
now show thatΘ(log n) division vertices is best possible.
Theorem 9.17. The ⌈log n⌉-subdivision of Kn has a non-repetitive 17-colouring. Moreover, if H is a
subdivision of Kn and π(H) ≤ c, then some edge of Kn is subdivided at least logc+3
 n
2
− 1 times.
Proof. The upper bound follows from Lemma 9.15 with A = 1 and B = 2. (Note that the bound
of 17 can be easily lowered with a little more proof.) For the lower bound, suppose that H is a (≤d)-
subdivision ofKn andπ(H) ≤ c. By Corollary 9.13,
 n
2
1/(d+1)−3 ≤ π(H) ≤ c. That is, logc+3 n2−1 ≤ d.
Hence some edge of H is subdivided at least logc+3
 n
2
− 1 times. 
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